Proton Shuttling and Reaction Paths in Dissociative Electron Attachment to o- and p-Tetrafluorohydroquinone, an Experimental and Theoretical Study.
Here we present a combined experimental and theoretical study on the fragmentation of o- and p-tetrafluorohydroquinone upon low energy electron attachment. Despite an identical ring-skeleton and identical functional groups in these constitutional isomers, they show distinctly different fragmentation patterns, a phenomenon that cannot be explained by distinct resonances or different thermochemistry. Using high-level quantum chemical calculations with the computationally affordable domain localized pair natural orbital approach, DLPNO-CCSD(T), we are able to provide a complete and accurate description of the respective reaction dynamics, revealing proton shuttling and transition states for competing channels as the explanation for the different behavior of these isomers. The results represent a "schoolbook example" of how the combination of experiment and modern high-level theory may today provide a thorough understanding of complex reaction dynamics by computationally affordable means.